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Abst ract - -We present an O(n) algorithm for generalizing a database relation using concept hi- 
erarchies, where n is the number of tuples in the input relation. The algorithm is based on a variant 
of Han et al.'s attribute-oriented O(n log n) algorithm. Our algorithm is an on-line algorithm; fast 
performance is achieved because after encountering a tuple and generalizing it, the location of the 
appropriate counter to increment is calculated instead of searched for. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Techniques for knowledge discovery from databases (KDD) attempt o extract implicit, previ- 
ously unknown, and potentially useful information from large databases [1]. Attribute-oriented 
generalization is a KDD method which, given a relation retrieved from a relational database, 
processes it on an attribute by attribute basis and achieves a relatively efficient generalization of
the information in that relation [2]. Generalization refers to the replacement of specific attribute 
values found in the data with more general concepts, which are obtained from user defined con: 
cept hierarchies. A concept hierarchy is a tree of concepts with leaf nodes corresponding to the 
actual data values which may be found in the database and higher level nodes being more general 
concepts created by grouping several ower level concepts under a unique name. One concept 
hierarchy is provided for each attribute in the input relation. The tree shown in Figure 1 is an 
example of a concept hierarchy for the Canadian provinces (ignore the dotted arrows and boxed 
arrays for now). When each attribute has been generalized to an acceptable l vel, many tuples of 
the relation are identical to other tuples. These are then combined and the duplicates removed, 
giving a much smaller relation called the prime relation. 
Given an input relation of n tuples, attribute-oriented generalization [3] makes two passes to 
fully generalize it. The first pass compiles tatistics about how many distinct values of attributes 
have been encountered, and the second pass replaces these values with generalized values. The 
result is called the generalized relation and it is still of size n. The generalized relation is then 
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Figure 1. An augtnented concept hierarchy for the attribute PROVINCE. 
sorted and the duplicates are removed with one final pass. Since sorting is an inherent part of 
attribute-oriented generalization, the algorithm runs in O(n log n) time [3]. 
We present an alternative, on-line algorithm (called CDBR), which accomplishes the same 
result as attribute-oriented generalization but which runs within a small constant factor of n for 
typical large databases. The algorithm makes use of an augmented concept hierarchy to elim- 
inate the need to replace concepts with more general concepts (as described in more detail in 
Section 2), defines an encounter order on the input attribute values (see Section 3), and progres- 
sively generalizes the input tuples as they are read (see Section 4). As well, the algorithm uses 
information about number of attributes and the attribute thresholds to create a data structure 
for the prime relation. Using encounter order information, the algorithm inserts tuples into this 
structure in one step, avoiding sorting the generalized relation and removing duplicates (see Sec- 
tion 5). The algorithm itself is presented in Section 6, and its time complexity is analyzed in 
Section 7. Preliminary experimental results are reported in Section 8 and conclusions are drawn 
in Section 9. 
2. AUGMENTED CONCEPT H IERARCHIES  
For each concept in a concept hierarchy, we define an extra field in which a pointer to an array 
of concepts may be stored. When a concept hierarchy is constructed, we traverse it and provide 
each node with a path array, an array of pointers representing the node's path to the root of 
the tree. Each sibling node shares the same array since the path to the root from each is the 
same. In addition, each parent node shares a portion of one of its leaf descendant's arrays, since 
a parent's path is a subpath of any of its descendants' paths. In this way, the arrays need only 
to be allocated and constructed for each group of leaf siblings and all nonleaf nodes share these 
arrays in some way. In Figure 1, the dotted arrows and boxed arrays represent examples of the 
path arrays. 
In addition to the path arrays, each node is assigned a distance-to-max, which is the difference 
between the depth of the deepest leaf node and the node's depth. In Figure 1, the distance- 
to-max of Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba is 0 since these are the deepest nodes. The 
distance-to-max of the nodes labeled B.C., Prairies, N.S., Newfoundland, N.B., and P.E.I. is 1, 
and so on. 
Each concept hierarchy is assigned a generalization level, an integer representing how many 
times this attribute has been generalized. The generalization level of each hierarchy is initially 
set to 0. As the need for generalization is detected, the level is incremented. 
Using the notation of [4], we present, as Algorithm 1, an access function for retrieving any con- 
cept at its appropriate l vel of generality. If the generalization level exceeds the distance-to-max 
of an input concept, then the path array is accessed according to the difference of the two values 
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and the concept at that level is returned. Otherwise, the ungeneralized concept itself is returned. 
For Figure 1, get_generalized_concept(B.C., 1) returns B.C., and get_generalized_concept(N.S., 2) 
returns Maritimes. 
ALGORITHM 1. GENERALIZE A CONCEPT NODE. 
Input :  a concept node and the level to which it should be generalized 
Output :  a concept representing the appropriate generalization of the input concept 
funct ion  get_generalized_concept (node : ConceptNode, generalization_level : integer) 
if generalization_level > node.distance_to_max then  
re turn  node.root_path_array[generalization_level - node.distance_to_max] 
else 
re turn  node 
end if 
end  get_generalized_concept 
When values are read from the database, they are then converted to concepts and stored in 
memory as such. As the input relation is generalized, the acts of incrementing the generaliza- 
tion level of a concept hierarchy and retrieving concept values by the get_generalized_concept 
function inherently generalizes the values already stored without having to replace the con- 
cepts themselves. For example, incrementing the generalization level from 2 to 3 would cause 
get_generalized_concept(B.C., 3) to return Western. In this way data values need only be read 
once. 
3. ENCOUNTER ORDERING 
To avoid sorting a generalized relation, we define the encounter order on the attribute values 
in the input tuples as follows. Each node in the concept hierarchy is given an ordinal field which 
is initialized to 0. For each hierarchy, we also keep a distinct_value_count, an integer epresenting 
how many distinct concept values have been encountered at the current level of generalization. 
The distinct_value_count is initialized to 0 at the start of a learning task. As each tuple is read, 
each attribute is converted to a concept and the ordinal of that concept is examined. If its value 
is 0, the distinct_value_count variable for that hierarchy is incremented and the resulting value 
is assigned to the concept as its ordinal. In essence, therefore, we both define an order on the 
input data in terms of a concept's first encounter and keep track of how many distinct values 
have been encountered. The prime relation is constructed using these ordinal values. 
4. PROGRESSIVE  GENERAL IZAT ION 
The level of generalization of the input relation is limited by a user defined attribute threshold, 
which specifies the maximum number of distinct values for an attribute that may exist in the 
prime relation. As tuples are read from the database and each new concept is encountered, 
the distinct_value_count variable is incremented and compared to the attribute threshold. If 
the attribute threshold has not been exceeded, the concept is stored in a distinct_values array. 
When the number of distinct values exceeds the attribute threshold, the concepts in this array 
are generalized further until the total number of concepts including the one which caused the 
attribute threshold to be exceeded again falls within the bounds of the attribute threshold. The 
distinct_values array and distinct_value_count are then adjusted to reflect his level of generality. 
Table 1 illustrates the process of progressive generalization, assuming the concept hierarchy 
in Figure 1, an attribute threshold of 3, and the initial values for the PROVINCE attribute of 
the input relation shown in column 1 of Table 1. The generalization level for this attribute is 
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initially set to 0. When generalization begins, Alberta is the first distinct value encountered and 
saved, Newfoundland the second, and Saskatchewan the third (see column 2). When Manitoba 
is encountered, the distinct_value_count is set to 4 and tim attribute threshold is exceeded. The 
generalization level is incremented to 1 and the concepts in the distinct value array are scanned 
for new concepts at that level of generalization. The get_generalized_concept access function for 
Alberta will retrieve the Prairies concept which replaces Alberta and inherits Alberta's ordinal 
of 1. Since the generalization level does not exceed the distance_toanax field of Newfoundland, 
the access function returns the same node. The access function for Saskatchewan returns the 
Prairies concept which has already been encountered under Alberta. Saskatchewan is therefore 
removed from the distinct value array. Manitoba is also included under the Prairies node, so it 
is no longer a candidate for addition to the distinct values array. As shown in column 3, the 
number of distinct attribute values is now 2, which falls within the attribute threshold. Next 
N.B. is added (see column 4). When P.E.I. is read, the attribute threshold is again exceeded, 
and more generalization occurs, resulting in the relation shown in column 5. 
Table 1. Example of progressive generalization. 
Input After Adding 3 After Adding 4 After Adding 5 After Adding 6 
Alberta 
Newfoundland 
Saskatchewan 
Manitoba 
N.B. 
P.E.I. 
Alberta 
Newfoundland 
Saskatchewan 
Prairies 
Newfoundland 
Prairies 
Newfoundland 
N.B. 
Western 
Maritimes 
5. DUPLICATE EL IMINATION 
To handle duplicate tuples efficiently, we construct he prime relation in the form of an m- 
dimensional array, where m is the number of attributes in the input relation. The size of each 
dimension is determined by the attribute threshold for the matching attribute. Tuples are inserted 
into the prime relation using the ordinal values of the tuple's component concepts as indices into 
the appropriate dimension of the array. Inserting in this case simply means compiling statistics 
about the inserted tuple, that is, incrementing a counter which tracks the number of tuples 
inserted and possibly summing values of any numerical attributes. Since we are generalizing 
concepts as soon as the attribute threshold is exceeded and before the tuple is inserted into the 
prime relation, we will always be able to insert any tuple into the prime relation. This means, 
however, that when the attribute threshold is exceeded and the distinct values array is adjusted, 
we may also need to rearrange some of the contents of the prime relation to reflect the changes of 
some concepts' indices. Since the number of attributes and the attribute thresholds are generally 
very small, however, the size of the prime relation is much smaller than the input relation which 
may have hundreds of thousands or even millions of tuples. In constructing the prime relation 
this way, we bypass the generalized relation of attribute-oriented generalization and thus avoid 
the need to sort it to remove duplicates. 
6. THE ALGORITHM 
We assume that a discovery task has been defined and the database initialized to retrieve 
relevant input data. We also assume that a tuple arrives with its attribute values already con- 
verted into leaf concepts from the appropriate concept hierarchies. This algorithm is primarily 
concerned with the generalization of the concepts, rather than the initial conversion of attribute 
values to concepts. For simplicity, we also assume that all attributes have the same threshold. 
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ALGORITHM 2. (GDBR): GENERALIZE DATABASE RELATION. 
Input :  attr_count - the number of attributes in the input relation 
attr_threshold - the attribute threshold 
hierarchies - an array of concept hierarchies matching the input relation's attributes 
Output :  the prime relation 
procedure  generalize_database_relation ( 
attr_count: integer, 
attr_threshold: integer, 
hierarchies: array[attr_count] of ConceptHierarchy) 
var i: integer; 
distinct_values: array[attr_count][attr_threshold] of ConceptNode; 
distinct_value_counts: array[attr_count] of integer; 
concept: ConceptNode; 
tuple: Tuple; 
generalized_relation: Relation; 
dynamically allocate prime relation )
generalized_relation := allocate_new_relation(attr_count, attr_threshold); 
whi le (tuple :-- get_next_tuple0) 
for i :-- 1 to attr_count do 
concept :-- get_generalized_concept(tuple.attribute[i]); 
if  (concept.ordinal = 0) then  ( concept has not been seen yet ) 
increment distinct_value_counts[i]; 
if (distinct_value_counts[i] > attr_threshold) then  
distinct_value_counts[i] :-- generalize_concepts(distinct_values[i], concept); 
generalize_relation(generalizedn'elation, i); 
else 
concept.ordinal := distinct_value_counts[i]; 
distinct_values[ distinct_value_counts[i] ] := concept; 
end if 
end if 
end for 
insert_tuple (generalized_relation, tuple); 
end while 
re turn  summarize_generalized_relation(generalized_relation); 
end generalize_database_relation 
The generalize_concepts rocedure takes as input the array of concepts encountered so far and 
the new concept hat causes the attribute threshold to be exceeded. It generalizes the concepts the 
minimum number of levels necessary to insert the new concept into the array and still be within 
the attribute threshold and returns the number of distinct values in the array after successful 
adjustment. The generalize_relation procedure takes the prime relation and the current attribute 
index as arguments. It moves any tuples whose generalized concepts have had a change of ordinal 
to the position the new ordinal determines. The insert_tuple procedure inserts the tuple into the 
prime relation as described in Section 5. The final summarize_generalized_relation procedure 
makes one pass through the prime relation and converts i t  to a one-dimensional array of tuples, 
eliminating any empty cells in the prime relation, and returns this array to the caller of the 
generalize_to_attribute_threshold pr cedure. 
7. T IME COMPLEXITY  ANALYSIS 
The main loop of the algorithm runs n times for an input relation of size n and all operations 
in the loop body are bounded by a small constant except for the generalize_concepts and gen- 
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eralize_relation procedures. Let m be the number of attributes in the input relation, t be the 
attribute threshold, and d be the depth of the deepest concept hierarchy. 
For a single attribute, each concept in the concept arrays can only be generalized a maximum 
of d times. Thus, the total work done by the generalize_concepts function is O(dm). Since the 
size of the prime relation is t m and the prime relation will be adjusted a maximum of dm times, 
the total complexity of the generalize_relation function is therefore O(dmtm). The overall time 
complexity of Algorithm 2 is therefore O(n Jr dmt m + dm), which is O(n) if dmt m << n. 
In a variety of experiments with knowledge discovery on commercial and public databases, 
we have found that discovery tasks are run on relations with at most 3 attributes (and almost 
always 2 attributes), since the results using more attributes are hard to understand. In addition, 
attribute thresholds are chosen in the range from 5 to 15. As well, the maximum depth of any 
concept hierarchy developed in cooperation with a domain expert is 5. The maximums of these 
values give d = 5, t = 15, and m -- 3. For n -- 100,000, which is a typical value, n+dmt  m +din = 
100,000 q-5(3)(153) + 5(3) -- 150,640, which is much less than n log n = 1,660,964. In actuality, 
the worst case for Algorithm 2 will be less than this analysis indicates because the higher the 
attribute threshold, the fewer times the input will be generalized. 
The algorithm is an on-line algorithm because it requires only a single pass through the input, 
each input tuple is discarded before the next is read, and at any time the algorithm can give the 
answer for the subset of input tuples already read. 
8. PERFORMANCE 
We have implemented a preliminary version of the above algorithm, calling our program DB- 
Discover, and have found it to be approximately five times as fast as our implementation of
DBLearn, which in [5] has already been shown to be significantly faster than the original prototype 
of DBLearn. We tested various discovery tasks on a 66 MHz 486-based microcomputer with 32 
megabytes of RAM and running OS/2 and the DB2/2 relational database product. Table 2 
presents performance r sults for DB-Discover and our version of DBLearn. 
Table 2. Comparative performance of DBLearn and DB-Discover. 
Number of DBLearn DB-Discover Speedup 
Tuples Run time (secs) Run time (secs) Ratio 
25,000 
50,000 
100,000 
200,000 
1.25 
3.00 
5.72 
11.10 
0.22 
0.43 
0.94 
2.37 
5.68 
6.98 
6.08 
4.68 
9. CONCLUSION 
The algorithm presented here will find immediate application for automated knowledge dis- 
covery from large databases. The on-line nature of the algorithm enhances its potential for very 
large databases. Where a number of concept hierarchies exist for a given database, we foresee cre- 
ating processes which explore the various possible relationships in the database in an automated 
fashion. The faster the algorithm runs, the more thoroughly we can explore the possibilities avail- 
able. In addition, where multiple concept hierarchies exist for the same attribute, an algorithm 
which runs at a very efficient rate will be able to generalize a relation according to these different 
concept hierarchies in parallel. 
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